ARTEMIS FOWL
Before-reading questions

ANSWER KEY LEVEL 4

CHAPTER FIVE

1 Reader’s own answer.

1 Fairies do the Ritual to make their magic

2 a false

strong. When they do the Ritual, they must
wait until the moon is full. Then they must
go to an old tree in Ireland at a place where
two rivers meet. They must pick an acorn
from the tree and push it into some earth.
2 No, he wants her to go to sleep.
3 Because Artemis is wearing dark sunglasses.

b true
c true
d false
3 Model answer: Artemis Fowl is only twelve
years old – unusual for a criminal. He comes
from a family of criminals. His family has
lost its money, so he wants to get more
money from the fairies.

CHAPTER SIX
1 No, she is not. Artemis has put Holly’s watch

During-reading questions
CHAPTER ONE
1 He wants her Book.
2 He gives her poison.
3 Butler photographs it and Artemis emails the

photographs to Fowl Manor near Dublin.

in a box on the ship. Root goes to the ship
because he thinks that Holly is still wearing
her watch.
2 He finds the box with Holly’s watch in it.
3 It explodes.
CHAPTER SEVEN
1 Because the mesmer will not work through

CHAPTER TWO
1 She is Artemis’s mother.
2 She went to bed after her husband

disappeared.
3 Juliet, Butler’s sister.
CHAPTER THREE

CHAPTER EIGHT

1 She has short, red hair, brown skin, brown

1 They want to get to Fowl Manor. Their

eyes and pointed ears. She is thin, with long
fingers, and she is one metre tall.
2 She lives underground, near the centre of
the Earth, in Haven City.
3 No, he is usually angry.

magic is not strong in the daylight.
2 The fairies have their shields on, and they
are vibrating.
3 Artemis has made him a special helmet from

CHAPTER FO UR
1 He is in Italy, and he is moving towards a
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sunglasses.
2 She finds an acorn. If she can put it in the
earth then she can get her magic back.
3 No, she does not. Because there were no
truth pills. Artemis was lying.

Holly’s helmet. When Butler wears it he will
be able to see the fairies.
CHAPTER NINE

town.
2 Fairies cannot go into a human building if
nobody invites them.

1 A bio-bomb kills all living things.

3 A child calls for help in Italian.

2 She is lifting it and dropping it on the f loor,

Commander Root does not want to use one
because it will kill Holly.
again and again.
3 He wants one tonne of fairy gold.
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CHAPTER TEN
1 He went into human houses when he was

not invited.
2 He wants to get out of prison early, or to
have his own room in prison with a TV.
3 He wants him to tunnel into Fowl Manor
and find Holly. He also wants him to find out
how Artemis knows so much about fairies.
CHAPTER EL EVEN
1 He finds a copy of the Book.

Exercises
CHAPTER ONE

1 1 gold
2 weapons
3 pocket
4 criminal
5 heals
6 watch
7 fairy
8 magic

2 She wants to push the acorn into the earth

CHAPTERS THREE AND F OUR

and get her magic back.
3 He wants to send a troll into Fowl Manor.

2 1e

CHAPTER TWELVE
1 Trolls do not like strong light. It sends pain

into their heads.
2 He puts on a suit of armour and attacks him
with a mace and a gun.
CHAPTER THIRTEEN
1 Holly helped the humans, but the cameras

stopped, so the Council will not believe him.
2 Artemis thinks they can escape the time field
so the bio-bomb will not hurt them.
CHAPTER FOURTEEN
1 She brings out half a tonne of gold.
2 There are sleeping pills in the drink.
3 Holly promises to heal his mother.
4 They go to sleep, so they are outside the

time field.

After-reading questions
1 Reader’s own answer.
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2 Reader’s own answer.
3 Reader’s own answer.
4 Reader’s own answer.
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2c

3f

4b

5h

6g

7d

8a

3 1 Holly was the first woman officer in the
Recon squad.
2 It was four years since Holly performed the
Ritual.
3 Holly had short, red hair and pointed ears.
4 Holly wore green clothes with a helmet on
her head.
5 Foaly was the technology officer, and he
knew a lot about computers.
6 Holly travelled up from the centre of the
Earth through a long tunnel.
7 Holly turned her shield on and started to
vibrate. Nobody could see her.
8 Holly dropped a golden ball to clean the
humans’ memories.
CHAPTERS THREE, FOUR AND FIVE

4 1 “I know what you’re thinking,” said Root.
2 “I can see what you see, and I can hear you,
too,” said Foaly.
3 Fairies can use mesmer to make humans do
what they want.
4 “Stay where you are, Short!” shouted
Commander Root.
5 “They won’t remember anything when they
wake up,” thought Holly.
6 The child went up to his father, who was
still sleeping. Then he saw Holly.
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7 “For the Ritual, fairies must go to a very

7 Holly

old tree in Ireland at a place where two
rivers meet. And they must do this when
the moon is full.”
8 “You don’t know who I am,” said Holly.

8 Commander Root

CHAPTERS SIX AND SEVEN

5 1 Foaly
2 Commander Root
3 Artemis
4 Commander Root
5 Holly
6 Juliet
7 Holly
8 Artemis
CHAPTERS SIX, SEVEN AND EIGHT

6 1 “What’s the matter?”
2 “We’ve lost Captain Short.”
3 “You don’t know what you’ve done.”
4 “Maybe you’re hoping to use your mesmer
on me.”
5 “We’ll f ly to Fowl Manor.”
6 “He’s been one step ahead of us all the way.”
CHAPTER NINE

7 1 What did the fairies need to do quickly?
2 How long could they stop time for?
3 What does a / the bio-bomb do?
4 Where did Foaly put the camera?
5 How did Artemis watch Holly?
6 How much gold / money does
Artemis want?

Mulch Diggums
Foaly

CHAPTERS TWELVE AND THIRTEEN

9 1 Fowl could not give Holly orders now.
2 Holly hit Artemis hard on the nose and
knocked him to the floor.
3 “The troll will kill Juliet and Butler,
if I don’t stop it,” thought Holly.
4 Butler could not run because he had his
baby sister with him.
5 “You have thirty minutes to send in the
gold, or I’ll keep Captain Short here,”
said Artemis.
6 “She’ll go back safely to her people soon,”
said Artemis.
7 “The Council won’t believe you,”
said Root.
CHAPTER FOURTEEN

10 1 false
2 true
3 true
4 false
5 false
6 false
7 true
8 false

Project work
Reader’s own answers.
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CHAPTERS TEN AND ELEVEN

8 Who spoke?
1 Commander Root
2 Mulch Diggums
3 Mulch Diggums
4 Juliet
5 Artemis
6 Holly
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Who to?
Mulch Diggums
Commander Root
Foaly
Artemis
Juliet
Juliet
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